
Saturday, June 22, 2014 

Day One account for you Dear ones, 

We’re all packed and ready to go.  All 17 of us flying out of 

Madison make it to the airport on time (4:30am, Saturday), eager 

to share the love of Christ in the DR.  Some of us excitable types 

and pastor-types arrive with little or no sleep, as we were sharing 

our Christian compassion the night before in hospice settings, 

attending to the death of a relative, and yet another last-minute 

ER hospital situation or two.  So we leave with heavy hearts as well 

as heavy suitcases (but all 23 bags under 50-pounds, after shifting some contents last minute).  At least 

two of us have our less-than-able bodies are inspected for suspected heavy metal objects. 

Even before arriving in the DR, two of the guys (Brennen Weber and Doug 

Ready) begin to entertain the troops in the airport with their donut 

hole toss and catch-in-the-mouth abilities.  (Others might open 

mouth and insert foot, but not these two).  Another caregiver and 

wannabe grandma, Suzanne Gruen, adopts a 6-year old girl traveling 

solo, commuting between divorced parents living in NY and the DR.  

Two more (Kerry & Alma, a mother-daughter bilingual team) catch up with us in Santo 

Domingo, from their post-Madison home in Miami.  Another couple from Madison will join 

us after getting married today back in Wisconsin! Congrats to newlyweds Chase and Kelsey 

Hildebrand for such bravado in sharing their honeymoon with us! 

Welcoming us to the DR with a smile as wide as the airport signage is 

Martires Olivero (in red) and his family.  On the board of the Christian 

Foundation for Community Development, he is local director of Hands of 

Hope, our partner agency.  It’s old home week and a family reunion for 

Martires’ family and many returning vets of this annual DR mission trip, 

now in its 14
th

 year.  Vets such as the Zyndas (Casey and Rick “the 

Rocker” with guitar strapped on), and our team organizer Vicki 

Hellenbrand, aka “Your Grace.”  The two point out who is leader of the pack—“Your 

Highness” and husband, Pastor Doug Van Hessen (pictured in another setting, front and 

center in the jammed minibus that transports us hither and yon).  

Once at the hotel (luxurious by local standards), we find a beautiful 

courtyard of palm trees and rooms adorned with colorful native wall 

paintings—and, most importantly, A/C.  

We discover some unique features, 

like the bidet in the bathroom, which 

substitutes for TP that the local sewer 

system cannot accommodate.  

Our team bus next takes us to and from a local pizza parlor, for the 

international food we all adore—but with a unique topping—niblets of 

corn.  Yet nothing can top all the table talk we are enjoying, as we share stories of how we met and 

married our mates, or what 

we are most looking 

forward to, or apprehensive 

about, on this mission trip.  

Tomorrow (Sunday) we gather for worship in Spanish, where I am told there 

will be simultaneous translations by helpful bilinguals, kibitzing with us Anglos in the church pews. 

Orientation and a walk-the-neighborhood tour will commence later in the afternoon.  

Can’t wait to see what happens next….  


